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Compassion	&	Choices	is	the	nation's	
oldest	and	largest	nonpro4it	working	
to	improve	care	and	expand	choice	at	

the	end	of	life.		

We	Support,	Educate	and	Advocate.		
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                    AGENDA                        
Brief history of Compassion and Choices 
      1. Direct support (consulting service)
      2. Education
      3. Advocacy

End of Life Planning
      1. Advanced Directives
      2. Maryland Medical Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment
      3. The Dementia Provision

The Origin of a Constitutional Right to Privacy

Four Legal End of Life Choices

Death with Dignity (DWD) Legislation 
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End	of	Life	Planning	

•  Conversa6on	with	family	
•  Advance	direc6ves	
•  Maryland	Medical	Order	for	Life-Sustaining	
Treatment	

•  The	Demen6a	Provision	
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                        One conversation can make all the difference.
                                www.theconversationproject.org

There are a million reasons to avoid having the conversation. But it’s critically 
important.  Consider the facts.

90% of people say that talking with their loved ones about end-of-life care is important.
27% have actually done so.

60% of people say that making sure their family is not burdened by tough decisions
is extremely important.
56 % have not communicated their end-of life wishes.

80% of people say that if seriously ill, they would want to talk to their doctor about 
wishes for medical treatment toward the end of their life.
7% report having had this conversation with their doctor.

82% of people say ifs important to put their wishes in writing.
23% have actually done it.
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The drug overdose accident of Karen Ann Quinlan in 1975 and 
the automobile accident of Nancy Cruzan in 1983 that caused 
both to enter a persistent vegetative state, led to decisions by 
the New Jersey Supreme Court and the U.S. Supreme Court 
(Cruzan v. Director, Missouri Dept. Health, 497 U.S. 261,1990) 
that recognized a constitutional right to liberty and privacy in 
the 14th Amendment and the common law right to preserve 
bodily integrity as a basis for our right to personally refuse any 
form of medical treatment or life support including tube 
feeding to end our lives.  
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Four	Legal	Life-ending	Choices	

1.  Increasing	pain	medica6on	to	relieve	suffering	and	
pain.		A	secondary	effect	of	the	medica6on	is	to	
shorten	the	process	of	dying	by	suppressing	the	
heart	rate	and	breathing.		20-25%	of	terminally	ill	
pa6ents	die	by	this	method.		The	Catholic	church	
approves	of	this	“double	effect”.	
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 2.  Withdrawing curative treatments and life
      support. When the patient and family
      members, and/or the medical staff decide
      that additional treatments will not prevent 
      a patient from dying, they can request that  
      all life-support systems like respirators,
      pace makers, heart-lung machines, etc., be 
      turned off.  10-15% of all hospitalized 
      patients die this way.
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3. Terminal Sedation.  A method that is 
   appropriate when the burdens of the
   dying process exceed the benefits of 
   being awake.  At this point, all fluids
   and nutrients are withdrawn.  5-10%
   of all deaths occur by this method.
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4. Voluntary stopping eating and drinking
    (VSED).  A legal method of dying 
    anyone can use anywhere and anytime
    although it generally is used by
    terminally ill patients in a hospital 
    setting.  Death occurs in 6-10 days
    and good palliative care can limit the
    distress associated with VSED.  1%
    of patients die using this method.
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Aid-in-Dying	allows	a	quali4ied,	
terminally-ill	adult	to	request			

life-ending	medication	from	their	
physician	that	the	patient	can	self-
administer	to	end	intolerable	

suffering,	IF	and	WHEN	he	or	she	so	
chooses.	

What	is	Aid-In-Dying?	
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										Based	on	Oregon’s	Death	with	Dignity	Act	

To	qualify,	a	pa6ent	must	be:	
•  18	years	of	age	or	older		
•  A	resident	of	the	state	
•  Diagnosed	with	a	terminal	illness	and	with	a		
					life	expectancy	of	6	months	or	less	
•  Mentally	competent	
•  Able	to	self-administer	the	medica6on	

Proposed	Maryland	End	of	Life	Op3on	Act	
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The	pa3ent		
• must	make	2	oral	requests	of	the	physician,	at	least	15	days	apart	
•must	provide	a	wriZen	request	to	the	physician,	signed	before	two	witnesses		
		one	witness	cannot	be	a	rela6ve	or	beneficiary		

The	prescribing	physician	and	the	consul3ng	physician	
• must	determine	and	confirm,	respec6vely,	the	pa6ent’s	diagnosis	and	
prognosis	
• must	independently	determine	whether	the	pa6ent	is	1)	mentally	competent	
and	2)	making		the	request	voluntarily	
*must	inform	the	pa6ent	of	all	alterna6ves	to	aid-in-dying	
If	either	physician	believes	the	pa6ent's	ability	to	make	an	informed	decision	is	
impaired,	he/she		must	be	referred	for	psychological	evalua6on	

The	prescribing	physician		
• must	request,	but	may	not	require,	that	the		pa6ent	no6fy	their	family	of	the		
request	for	aid-in-dying	

Steps	required	to	receive	life-ending	medica3on	
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 Public Support For The End Of Life 
Option Act                     

•   Poll        Dem.  Rep.  Ind.   Prot.  Cath. 
•  Goucher     60    58    63                         
•  Field          70    55    70     58      55
•  EaglePoint  77    72                       75
•  Purple Str.  65    56                       53      
•  Gallup   in 2013  70%;   in 2014  69%
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Most	physicians	support		
aid	in	dying	

Medscape	survey	of	more	than	17,000	U.S.	physicians	across	25+	special6es.		
Conducted	Sept-Nov	2014.	
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•  51.4%	were	male	
•  45.3%	were	married	
•  71.9%	had	attended	college	
•  90.5%	were	enrolled	in	hospice	and	had	
access	to	pain	relief	

•  98.6%	had	medical	insurance	
•  The	median	patient	age	was	71	(25	to	102)	

Who	Used	The	Oregon	Law?		

OR Dept. of Human Services Feb 2016 
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•  510,000	Oregonians	died	between	1998	and	
2014	

•  859	with	hastened	deaths	
– Less	than	0.2	of	1	percent	
– 0.3	of	1	percent	in	2014		

18	
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• 1,545	patients	received	prescriptions		

• 991	patients	took	the	medication	

• 554	patients	did	not	

• 46	days	was	the	median	between	the	4irst	
request	and	death	(Range	=	15	to	1,009	days)	

• 94.6%	died	in	their	own	home	

A	Look	At	The	Numbers	Over	18yrs	
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End of Life Concerns (1998-2014) Oregon
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   What Happened to the Maryland Death 
    with Dignity Act in 2015 and the End 
          of Life Option Act in 2016?

1.  Legislation was introduced into the House’s Health and
    Government Operations and Judiciary Committees and
    the Senate’s Judicial Proceedings Committee in 2015 
    and 2016.
 2. Hearings were held in each Committee in 2015.
 3. Because of concerns over certain issues in the bill,
     the Death with Dignity Act was sent to a joint Legislative 
     Work-study Committee  for revisions.
 4. The End of Life Options Act of 2016 was heard in the
     House on February 19th and in the Senate on February 25th.
 5. The Bill was withdrawn from the Senate’s Judicial
      Proceedings Committee on March 3rd because of a lack
      of support.
 6.  A REVISED BILL WILL BE RESUBMITTED TO THE GENERAL
      ASSEMBLY IN 2017! 
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